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7INTRODUCTION

introduction

One  of the reasons I love designing and knitting Afghans is 
the wonderful flexibility they offer: because the patterns are so 
straightforward, you can go to town on a great range of textured 
stitches or brilliant colorways, or a combination of the two. Another 
good reason is that projects composed of Afghan squares or strips 
are so portable: you can knit on trains, boats and planes, in your lunch 
break or on the beach, your knitting project fitting conveniently into 
a small bag. For knitting addicts, what could be more enticing and for 
novice knitters, what could be simpler? 

My  aim in this book is to provide designs with a contemporary twist: 
the kind of projects that add personality or a touch of glamor to an 
otherwise relatively plain décor. I have included some, like the Creative 
Cables throw, that provide knitters with some stitch patterns to get 
their teeth into while others, like the Beach Stripes blanket and mat, 
are easy enough for novice knitters to manage.

I  hope very much that you will use my designs in this book as a 
starting point for experimenting with your own combinations of stitch 
and color or even of scale. Nothing could be simpler than to turn them 
into a much bigger throw, for example, or perhaps a bedside rug, by 
choosing a thicker yarn and bigger needles.

I hope you have as much fun knitting the projects in this book as I have 
had in designing them!
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9COLOR BLOCKS BLANKET

color blocks blanket

Knitted in garter stitch in four 

toning colorways of Rowan Felted 

Tweed (or Pure Wool Superwash 

Worsted ) this blanket is made 

up of 63 squares – 20 plain, 12 

with a dark blue border and pale 

gray center, and 31 with a pale 

gray border and mid-blue center. 

Each square is cleverly worked by 

the k2tog and k3tog decreases 

(the diagonal lines seen in each 

square); then the final square is 

formed by joining together the 

row-end edges. Pattern on 

page 46.
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10 11COLOR BLOCKS CUSHION

color blocks pillow

Made from similar squares to 

the Color Blocks blanket on page 

8, and in the same yarns, this 

design consists of 9 squares, with 

the central square the only plain 

square, and 4 of the remaining 8 

squares with a dark green border 

and gray center, and the remaining 

4 with a gray border and brown 

center. Pattern on page 48.
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17SIMPLY STRIPES BLANKET

simply stripes blanket

This is a larger version of the Simply Stripes cushion, using 63 squares  

(9 deep and 7 wide). The flecked Rowan Felted Tweed yarn creates a lovely 

tonal yet bright design, which helps to add texture and color to a simple 

sofa. Pattern on page 56.
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20 21WINTER TREES CUSHION

winter trees pillow

Another very pretty lacy design, using two different lace motifs, knitted in 

either Rowan Alpaca Color with its natural soft striping or in Felted Tweed 

or Pure Wool Superwash DK. As with the Springtime pillow (see page 32), 

the lacy motifs are centred in a square edged with garter stitch. Pattern on 

page 62.
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25LITTLE FOLK BLANKET

little folk blanket

And here are the same nine 

motifs as the pillow (see page 

22), knitted in the same yarns, 

but this time joined together to 

form a cot blanket: 7 squares long 

by 6 squares wide, finished with 

a narrow contrasting garter trim. 

Pattern on page 70.
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32 33SPRINGTIME CUSHION

springtime pillow

This is ideal for those who want a 

little lacy project that is relatively 

easy to work. With its “hearts and 

flowers” design, it requires five 

“flower” and four “heart” blocks 

to complete the pillow top. Each 

block is knitted in stockinette 

stitch with a narrow garter 

stitch border. Knitted in Rowan 

Summerlite 4ply. 

Pattern on page 80.
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AFGHAN KNITS36 37

beach stripes blanket

This is knitted in four garter stitch strips using three different designs, the 

first one being repeated for the fourth. Knitted in 9 different colorways 

of Rowan Wool Cotton or Handknit Cotton, its impact is gained from the 

different stripe combinations that make up each strip. Pattern on page 81.
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AFGHAN KNITS40 41

sunset pillow

A similarly two-tone textured 

design to the Simply Stripes 

pillow and blanket (see pages 14 

and 16), this employs the Intarsia 

technique to create the central 

ridge and striped circle blocks, of 

which 9 are needed to make up 

the pillow. Knitted in Rowan Pure 

Wool Superwash Worsted. Pattern 

on page 86.
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42 43AUTUMN LEAVES THROW

autumn leaves throw

Small stockinette stitch squares in 8 different colorways of Rowan Felted 

Tweed create the base for this rectangular throw to which 8 different 

garter-stitch leaf shapes, some striped and some plain, have been 

appliquéd. A similar leaf shape forms the trim, knitted in a ninth color. The 

throw is 8 squares long by 4 squares wide. Pattern on page 88.
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AFGHAN KNITS76 77SPRINGTIME BLANKET

springtime blanket

YARN 
Superfine Merino 4 ply

Marble  269  1¾oz/181yd

NEEDLES
1 pair US 3 (3.25 mm) needles.

TENSION
28 sts and 36 rows to 4 in (10 cm) square measured 

over stocking stitch using US 3 (3.25 mm) needles, or 

size required to obtain correct tension.

F IN ISHED S IZE
Blanket measures approx 34½ in (87 cm ) x 44 in (112 

cm). 

ABBREVIATIONS
See page 93.

NOTE
When working from Charts, right side rows are read 

from right to left; wrong side rows are read from left 

to right.

BLANKET
BLOCK 1 [make 32]

Cast on 33 sts using US 3 (3.25 

mm) needles.

Cont to work from Chart on page 

78 beg at bottom right hand corner 

(1st row is RS of work) until all 49 

rows have been worked, ending 

with WS facing for next row.

Cast off knitwise.

BLOCK 2 [make 31]

Cast on 33 sts using US 3 (3.25 

mm) needles.

Cont to work from Chart on page 

79 beg at bottom right hand corner 

(1st row is RS of work) until all 49 

rows have been worked, ending 

with WS facing for next row.

Bind off knitwise.

MAKING UP
Using back stitch or mattress stitch 

if preferred, join all 63 squares as 

shown by diagram, to form a large 

rectangle 7 blocks wide and  

9 blocks long. 
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